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This review describes the chemical synthesis of polar polyhydroxylated fullerene C
60
derivatives, fullerenols C

60
(OH)

𝑛
, 2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤

44, C
60
H
𝑧
O
𝑥
(OH)

𝑦
, and polyanion fullerenols C

60
(OH)

15
(ONa)

9
, ranging from the very first synthetic methods up to some

contemporary approaches to synthesis and separation. It also provides some basic information about physical characteristics of
fullerenols. With the increasing number of hydroxyl groups, water solubility of fullerenols increases as well. Fullerenols both in
water and biological media build nanoparticles of different dimensions and stability. In different chemical and biological model
systems a large number of various polyhydroxylated fullerene derivatives were tested and they showed both their antioxidative and
prooxidative characteristics. Several mechanisms have been proposed for the antioxidant activity of fullerenol. In addition, this
paper also provides insight into patents referring to the antioxidant properties of fullerenol.

1. Introduction

Since its discovery by Kroto et al. in 1985, fullerene C
60

molecule has had a significant impact on many scientific
directions with a very interesting history [1]. Starting from
fundamental research of cluster carbon structures all the way
to industrial production, fullerenes and their derivatives have
now found a place in commercial products. Fullerene C

60
,

unlike graphite and diamond, is chemically very reactive.
So far, a large number of different chemical reactions and
derivatives of fullerene C

60
have been published in scientific

papers [2, 3]. Spherical fullerene C
60
behaves as an electron-

deficient alkene and readily reacts with electron-rich species.
Attachment of various polar functional groups or molecules

on the fullerene core overcomes the almost complete insol-
ubility of C

60
, while retaining the unique inherent fullerene

properties, and achieves reasonable biological availability
[3–5]. Several synthetic paths of fullerenols with various
degrees of fullerenes hydroxylation C60(OH)𝑛, 2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 44,
polyanion fullerenols C

60
(OH)
15
(ONa)

9
, metallofullerenes

Gd@C
82
(OH)
22
, and other fullerene derivatives have been

published [6–20]. In aqueous solutions, depending on the pH
value, fullerenols are more or less deprotonated and exist in
the form of fullerenol nanoparticles (FNP). FNP are mostly
important in the biological application of fullerenes, espe-
cially due to their antioxidant properties. Severalmechanisms
of FNP antioxidant activity are proposed here: the radical-
addition reaction of 2𝑛 OH∙ radicals to the remaining olefinic
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double bonds of the fullerenol core, the ability of the hydroxyl
radical to abstract hydrogen or an electron from fullerenol,
and the formation of coordinative bonds with prooxidant
metal ions. It has been shown in different model systems that
FNP prevent the process of lipid peroxidation and possess
superoxide, hydroxyl radical, and nitric oxide scavenging
activity. The unique electronic 𝜋-system of fullerene C

60
and

its derivativesmake them potential photosensitizers upon the
absorption of UV or visible light.

2. Fullerene C60

The fullerene C
60

form of carbon was named after the
American architect Buckminster Fuller, who was famous for
designing a large geodesic dome which slightly resembles
the molecular structure of C

60
. Fullerene is a compound

composed solely of an even number of carbon atoms which
form a three-dimensional cage-like fused ring polycyclic
system with 12 five-membered rings and the rest are six-
membered rings. All fullerenes have an even number of
carbons. Spherical fullerene C

60
, known as buckyball, is the

most representative member of the fullerene family with
the shape of an icosahedron, containing 12 pentagons and
20 hexagons. Fullerene carbon atoms are considered to be
equivalent, since C

60
shows a single line at 𝛿 = 143 ppm in

its 13C NMR spectrum. C
60

behaves as a three-dimensional
electron-deficient polyolefin. The pentagonal structures in
C
60

molecule contain single bonds, and the bridging bonds
between pentagonal and hexagonal structures contain double
bonds. All fullerenes which obey the so-called isolated
pentagon rule are considered to be stable. Fullerene C

60

is practically insoluble in water and other polar solvents
and slightly soluble in toluene and benzene; however, it is
soluble in 1,2-dichlorobenzene, dimethylnaphthalenes, and 1-
chloronaphthalene. The chemical properties of fullerene C

60

are based on the fact that the bonding has delocalized 𝜋
molecular orbitals extending throughout the structure, and
the carbon atoms are a mixture of sp2 and sp3 hybridized
systems. Fullerene C

60
is not “superaromatic” as it tends to

avoid double bonds in the pentagonal rings, resulting in poor
electron delocalization. As a result, C

60
behave as an electron

deficient alkenes and reacts readily with electron-rich species.
The main types of chemical reactions of C

60
are nucleophilic

addition, pericyclic reactions, radical additions, oxidation,
electrophilic addition, halogenations, and the formation of
endohedral complexes M@C

60
, where M usually refers to

an atom of metal [2]. Figure 1 presents the main chemical
reactions on fullerene C

60
.

The principal reactions are electrophilic addition reac-
tions and are therefore exothermic in most cases (these
reactions are accompanied by a charge of hybridization of the
carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3, which reduces angular strain in
the cage). The number of addends decreases the exothermic
heat of the reaction. Therefore, adducts with a high degree
of addition become unstable. As a result, a great number of
isomers are formed that is one of the biggest problems in the
synthesis of only one derivative. For example, two addends
C
60
X
2
can have eight regioisomers (23 stereoisomers). The

chemical properties of C
60

(nucleophilic and electrophilic

additions, pericyclic reactions, and radical additions) enable
the covalent bonding of many different organic compounds
and functional groups on its cage. Water-soluble fullerene-
based derivatives are the most important for the biological
application of fullerenes.

3. Water-Soluble Fullerene C60 Based
Derivatives, Fullerenol C60(OH)n

The attachment of various polar functional groups or
molecules to the fullerene core overcomes the almost com-
plete insolubility of fullerene C

60
, while it retains its unique

inherent fullerene properties and achieves reasonable bio-
logical availability [3–5, 53, 54]. Fullerene derivatives have
been widely investigated in various chemical and biological
experimental models. Special attention has been paid to the
investigation of carboxyfullerenes C60(CHCOOH)2–6, where
the tris(dicarboxymethyl)-fullerene C3 isomer has beenmost
extensively studied, as well as bisphosphonate fullerene
derivatives and amino derivatives of fullerene C60(NH2)𝑛 [3–
5].

Several synthesis paths of fullerenols with various degrees
of hydroxylation and a general formula of C60(OH)𝑛, 2 ≤
𝑛 ≤ 42 or C60H𝑧O𝑥(OH)𝑦 have been published since
1992. The solubility of a fullerene molecule is dependent
on the number of introduced hydroxyl groups. The low-
degree hydroxylated fullerenols C60(OH)10–12 can dissolve in
some polar solvents, for example, THF, dimethylformamide
(DMF), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and the medium-
degree fullerenols C

60
(OH)
16
and C60(OH)20–24 are reported

to dissolve even in water. The specific behavior of fullerenols
is a consequence of their structural flexibility, the rotation
of the OH groups around the axes going through the C–
O bonds, and the distribution of these groups across dif-
ferent carbon sites of the fullerene surface [55]. Fullerenol
in a molecular state can be obtained at concentrations
below 20mg/dm3. The sonication of fullerenol solutions
increased their agglomeration and caused the formation of
nanofullerenol clusters predominately with diameters of 10.7
or 102 nm, suggesting that clusters of these sizes were more
stable and, hence, energetically more favored, which was
supported by zeta potential measurements [56]. The rela-
tionship between fullerenol concentration and zeta potential
warrants a more in-depth sensitivity analysis in order to
assess how higher concentrations impact biological response
[6]. Fullerenols simultaneously have both attractive (C–OH)
and repulsive (C–O−) sites. The acidic protons could be
involved in attractive hydrogen bonding interactions with
other fullerenol molecules, driving nanocluster formation
which would decrease the hydrophobic portion of the molec-
ular surface area [7]. Depending on the number of hydroxyl
groups per C

60
molecule, the pH values and concentration

of fullerene stable nanoclusters range from 10 to 250 nm.
Since the protonation state of polyhydroxylated C

60
is pH

dependent, in aqueous solutions, depending on the pH value,
they are more or less deprotonated and exist in the form of
stable polyanion nanoparticles. Most of the investigations of
fullerene derivatives on biological model systems (especially
investigations of antioxidant potential) were conducted with
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Figure 1: The chemical reactions on fullerene C
60
[2].

the polyhydroxylated derivatives and endohedral fullerenes
listed below:

C60(OH)𝑥, C60(OH)10–12, C60(OH)
16
, C60(OH)20±2,

C60(OH)22–24, C
60
(OH)
24
, C
60
(OH)
36
, C
60
(OH)
44
,

C60H𝑧O𝑥(OH)𝑦, C
60
O
5
(OH)
18
, C
60
(OH)
15
(ONa)

9
,

Gd@C
82
(OH)
22
, Na
𝑛

+
[C60O𝑥OH𝑦]

𝑛− (𝑛 = 2-3, 𝑥 =
7–9, and 𝑦 = 12–15).

3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Hydroxylated Fullerene.
Many methods for synthetizing polyhydroxylated fullerene
C
60

have been reported in scientific publications. Com-
mercially available fullerenols (http://buckyusa.com/Polyhy-
droxy.htm) as well those synthetized in laboratory conditions
have a certain variability in the chemical composition of

the overall oxygen and monooxygenated surface groups.
These products do not have good reproducibility in structural
characterization which creates difficulties for experimental
studies.

3.2. Polyhydroxylated Fullerene Derivatives C
60
(OH)n. In the

early 1990s Li et al. synthesized C
60

fullerenol with 24–26
hydroxyl groups directly by the reaction of fullerene C

60

with aqueous NaOH in the presence of tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide (TBAH), the most effective catalyst in aerobic
conditions and at room temperature [8]. Methanol was used
for the separation of the reaction mixture. IR spectra showed
characteristic absorption bands at 3430 cm−1 (–OH), 1400,
1070 cm−1 (C–O), and 1600 cm−1 (C=C). In the 1H NMR
spectrum in DMSO-𝑑6 the mean peak was found at 𝛿 =
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3.35 ppm, while in D
2
O 𝑑6 the mean peak was found at 𝛿 =

3.10 ppm.The 13CNMR spectrum had one broad peak at 𝛿 =
140 ppm. Using elemental microanalysis Li et al. determined
that synthesized fullerenol had 26,5 hydroxyl groups. The
same procedure of fullerenol synthesis was done in an argon
flow. The reaction was slower and a maximum 10 hydroxyl
groups were attached to the fullerene core.

3.3. Fullerenol Synthetized Using Hemiketal Groups. In brief,
a fullerene mixture of C

60
(84%) and C

70
(16%) was treated

with oleum (H
2
SO
4
–SO
3
), and the solution was stirred to

give a green solutionwith suspension. An excess of potassium
nitrate (KNO

3
) was then added to this acid suspension at

5∘C.The resulting aqueous acid solution was filtered through
Celite under vacuum to remove insoluble particles. The
filtrate was basified until the pH reached 9.0 or higher.
During base neutralization, the color of the solution slowly
turned dark with fine, brown suspensions. The precipitate
was separated from the solution by a centrifuge technique
and washed several times with a NaOH solution (1mol/L)
and methanol to provide brown solids of polyhydroxylated
fullerene derivatives [9]. The spectral characteristics of the
obtained fullerenol were as follows: IR = 3424 (–OH), 1595,
1392, 1084, and 593 cm−1; 13C NMR (D

2
O) 𝛿 = 170.3,

140.3, 100.0, and 79.0 ppm; and solid-state 13C NMR 𝛿 =
175.0, 141.1, 103.1, and 78.3 ppm. The basic analysis of the
obtained fullerenol resulted in the following: C-43.5, H-3.1,
O-46.9, N-0.52, Na-2.3, and S-1.6%. In the second method,
the fullerenol was prepared as follows: a fullerene mixture
of C
60
(84%) and C

70
was treated with concentrated sulfuric

acid and concentrated nitric acid. The mixture was slowly
heated to 115∘C and stirred at that temperature for 4–
6 h. It was cooled to room temperature and basified until
the pH of the product solution reached 9.0 or higher. To
provide brown solids of polyhydroxylated fullerene, the above
explained separation procedure was carried out. The X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy analysis (XPS) indicated that
obtained fullerenol molecule had monooxygenated carbons
(287.9 eV, 23%) such as ethereal or hydroxylated carbons,
dioxygenated carbons (289.7 eV, 9%) such as carbonyl (C=O),
ketal (RO–C–OR), or hemiketal (RO–C–OH) carbons, and
nonoxygenated carbons (286.1 eV, 68%). The estimation is
that the average number of hydroxyl additions is 14–16 with
approximately 6-7 hemiketalmoieties per fullerenemolecule.
The solid-state 13C NMR showed peaks at 𝛿 = 79.0 ppm
(hydroxylated carbons), 𝛿 = 100.0 ppm (hemiketal carbons),
𝛿 = 140.3 ppm (unreacted olefinic carbons), and 𝛿 =
170.3 ppm (vinyl ether carbons). These spectra provided
consistent evidence to support the structural assignment of
fullerenols containing hemiketals with vinyl ether linkages.
A TGA-mass spectroscopy analysis of fullerenol detected
the thermal elimination of H

2
O, CO from monooxygenated

carbons and CO
2
from dioxygenated carbons.

3.4. Fullerenol Synthesis Using Hydroborate. An excess of
the BH

3
-THF complex was added to a solution of fullerene

dissolved in dry toluene. The reaction mixture became
increasingly brown due to precipitation of a solid interme-
diate, C60(HBH2)𝑛, leaving the supernatant toluene colorless

[10]. The intermediate was then treated with a solution of
H
2
O
2
followed by NaOH. The resulting mixture was stirred

for 3 h and allowed to settle overnight. The obtained brown
precipitate was soluble in dimethyl sulfoxide and pyridine,
sparingly soluble in diluted HCl and slightly soluble in water.
The IR spectrum of the obtained precipitate was 3430, 1631,
1385, 1090, and 450–550 cm−1 (from unreacted fullerene).
The above described procedure of fullerene derivatization
in water-soluble form produces fullerenol with a variable
number of hydroxyl and other functional groups. In the
second procedure, a slight variation of reaction conditions
was used for the synthesis of C60(HBH2)𝑛. The intermediate
was than treated with glacial acetic acid and washed with
NaHCO

3
solution. The IR spectrum of the residual solid in

toluene gave characteristic IR stretching bands of C–H and
O–H groups; 1H NMR spectrum in C

6
D
6
was found with

a peak of 𝛿 = 5.88 ppm (C–H group) and two unidentified
peaks at 𝛿 = 6.08 and 6.03 ppm.

3.5. Fullerenol Synthesis from Polybrominated Derivative. The
procedure for catalytical bromination of C

60
with elemen-

tary bromine with FeBr
3
as a catalyst is described in the

paper published by Djordjević et al. In this procedure only
one reaction product—C

60
Br
24
—was obtained without any

occluded bromine molecules [57]. The excess of unreacted
bromine was evaporated and the catalyst was separated from
the reaction mixture by washing it with an acidic aqueous
solution pH 2. A thermogravimetric analysis showed that in
the process of thermal transformation all bromine atoms are
lost, which is a characteristic of the completely symmetrical
distribution of bromine over the C

60
molecule. FTIR and ray

analysis were in accordance with published data.
The polyhydroxylated polyanion C

60
derivative,

fullerenol C60(OH)24–𝑛O𝑛
−Na
𝑛

+, was obtained by complete
substitution (SN2 mechanism) of bromine atoms from
C
60
Br
24

with hydroxyl groups in alkaline aqueous solution
pH 12. The aqueous solution of fullerenol with residual
amounts of NaOH and NaBr was applied on the top of the
combined ion-exchange resin and eluted with demineralized
water until discoloration. The solution of fullerenol (pH
= 7) was evaporated under low pressure; a dark brown
powder substance of fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24
remained (see the

following) [11].
Synthesis of fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24

from polybrominated
derivative C

60
Br
24
[11] is as follows:

C
60
+Br
2

FeBr3
→

RT,𝑡0
HCl

C
60
Br
24

+NaOH RT
→
EtOH

C60(OH)24–𝑛O𝑛
−Na
𝑛

+

ion exchange resin
→ C60(OH)

24

(1)

Analysis: FTIR C
60
(OH)
24
: 3426 cm−1, 1596 cm−1,

1359 cm−1 1062 cm−1; 1H NMR singlet peak at 𝛿 = 4.2 ppm;
13C NMR peaks at 𝛿 = 107.0 ppm and 𝛿 = 158.8 ppm,
UPLC retention time at 4.49min MS/MS 1128𝑚/𝑧; UV/VIS
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maximum at 211 nm; TPD > 100∘C (moisture), 252∘C
and 455∘C. Water and DMSO as a cosolvent, physiological
saline solution, cell culture media (DMEM, RPMI 1640),
and human blood serum provide conditions for the good
stability of fullerenol nanoparticles as is the case with water
(or water/DMSO) and physiological saline.

The solubility of fullerenol in water was 11mg/mL, while
in the DMSO/water mixture (9 : 1 v/v) it was more than
37mg/mL. The size distribution of particles by number anal-
ysis revealed the presence of particles of dimensions ranging
from 10 to 50 nm, with a maximum of 15.7 nm. Fullerenol
nanoparticles dissolved in water pH 6.5 had a negative
charge 𝜁 = −49.8mV. A change in the pH of the aqueous
solution (from 2 to 11) affected the negative charge of the
nanoparticles. Fullerenol nanoparticles are formed from the
more organized molecules that can aggregate, and they form
stable agglomerates ranging in dimension within 20–60 nm.
AFM images of fullerenol nanoparticles in aqueous solution
pH 6.5 are presented in Figure 2. AFM measurements of
fullerenol nanoparticles aremade by using the standard AFM
tapping mode with a tip radius lower than 10 nm. Highly
orientated pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was used as a surface.

Structures of fullerenol molecule C
60
(OH)
24

and
fullerenol polyanion nanoparticles C60(OH)24–𝑛O𝑛

−Na
𝑛

+

are presented in Figure 3. The space between the
polyanion molecules in nanoparticles is filled with water
molecules connected with hydrogen bonds. The ability of
C60(OH)24–𝑛O

−

𝑛
Na+ to self-assemble opens the possibility

of the application of nanoparticles as a nanodelivery system
of active principles in biological models.

3.6. Fullerenol Synthesis Using PEG 400 as a Catalyst.
Zhang et al. synthesized fullerenols via the direct reaction
of fullerene with aqueous NaOH comprising polyethylene
glycol (PEG) 400 as a catalyst [12]. The substitution of TBAH
with PEG 400 as a catalyst represents a modification of the
method described by Li et al. [8]. Depending on the reaction
conditions, either water-soluble C

60
fullerenol (fullerenol

1) or water-insoluble C
60

fullerenol (fullerenol 2) could be
obtained selectively. The elemental analyses of fullerenols 1
and 2 showed an average composition of (𝑛 = 8.5 and 27
for 1 and 2, resp.). Both fullerenols showed similar IR spectra:
3432 cm−1, 1063 cm−1, and 1600 cm−1; 1H NMR spectra were
also similar: a single strong peak centered at 𝛿 = 3.35 ppm,
corresponding to hydroxyl protons. With the increase of the
concentration of PEG and NaOH, the conversion of fullerene
to water insoluble fullerenol (fullerenol 2) was significantly
accelerated. Longer reaction time was needed when the
reaction was carried out in N

2
than in air, which proved that

the PEG 400 was a more effective catalyst than some other
catalysts such as TBAH.Addition of the aqueousNaOH to the
benzene solution of C

60
obtained a high percentage of water-

soluble fullerenol 2.

3.7. Synthesis of Fullerenol Covered by More Than 18 Hydroxyl
Groups. The starting material for the synthesis of fullerenol
with more than 18 hydroxyl groups [13] was fullerenol 1
C
60
(OH)
12
, sodium free, synthesized by the method reported

by Chiang et al. [14]. The starting material C
60
(OH)
12

(fullerenol 1) was added to a 30%hydrogen peroxide solution,
and the mixture was vigorously stirred for 4 days under air at
60∘C until the suspension turned into a clear yellow solution.
After the solution cooled down, the addition of a mixed
solvent of 2-propanol, diethyl ether, and hexane gradually
yielded a milky white precipitate. Drying of the residue
gave 67% of pale yellow-brown powder of C

60
(OH)
36
⋅8H
2
O

(fullerenol 2). Similar treatment of C
60
(OH)
12

(fullerenol 1)
for a prolonged reaction time at 60∘C for up to 2 weeks,
within the same workup as given above, provided 68% of
C
60
(OH)
40
⋅9H
2
O (fullerenol 3) as a milky white powder.

The IR spectra of fullerenols 2 and 3 were 3400, 1080,
1370, and 1620 cm−1. The elemental analysis of fullerenol
2 resulted in C

60
(OH)
36
⋅8H
2
O and fullerenol 3 resulted in

C
60
(OH)
40
⋅9H
2
O. The solubility (25∘C, pH 7) of fullerenol 2

was 17.5mg/mL and fullerenol 3 58.9mg/mL, while the sol-
ubility of polyanion fullerenol C60ONa𝑥(OH)16–𝑥 was more
than 200mg/mL despite the moderate number of hydroxyl
groups [15]. Such a type of water-soluble fullerenol might
include a few sodium ions because of the synthetic process
using NaOH as hydroxylation or neutralization reagent and
the difficulty in complete removal of the sodium ion from
the weakly acidic or chelation-natured fullerenol [7, 16].
Presumed mechanisms of fullerenol formation in an alkaline
medium and by oxidation with molecular oxygen are shown
in Figure 4 [16].

Because the simple acidification of fullerenolmust induce
the acid-catalyzed pinacol rearrangement, it is difficult to
remove the sodium ion completely without using a column
chromatography process. It is noteworthy that the water
solubility of fullerenol 3 was much higher than that of 2
because of the greater number of hydroxyl groups of the
former. The weight loss of fullerenol 2 (C

60
(OH)
36
⋅8H
2
O)

was observed in three temperature ranges, that is, room
temperature to 130∘C, 130–350∘C, and 350∘C.The first weight
loss is assigned to the secondary bound water; the second
reduction might be attributed to dehydration of the intro-
duced hydroxyl groups and, for example, by possible thermal
pinacol rearrangement, whereas the third reduction might
be attributed to the decomposition of the fullerene nucleus.
The particle size of fullerenol 2measured using dynamic light
scattering (DLS) analysis was 1 nm.The addition of NaOH to
the solution of fullerenol 2 up to pH 12 revealed a high extent
of aggregation (50–100 nm) of the fullerenol, although the
addition of HCl (pH 2.6) essentially did not affect the particle
size.The observed phenomenonwas rationalized on the basis
of a strong interaction between the metal cation (Na+) and
the fullerenol, leading to aggregation or finally precipitation.
Precipitation phenomena have not been noticed with alkali
metals, while complete precipitation of fullerenol occurred
with alkaline earth metals and transitionmetals [17]. Addition
of a mixture of 2-propanol, diethyl ether, and hexane (5 : 5 : 5)
into the reasonably concentrated aqueous solution of the
fullerenol 2 or 3 led to the formation of fullerenol aggregation.
The addition of the poor solvent probably reduced the
solvation of the fullerenol by water molecules and increased
the intermolecular hydrophobic interaction. The synthesis
of C
60
(OH)
36
⋅8H
2
O and C

60
(OH)
40
⋅9H
2
O is presented in

Figure 5.
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Figure 2: AFM images of fullerenol polyanion nanoparticles C60(OH)24–𝑛O𝑛
−Na
𝑛

+ in aqueous solution pH 6.5. (a) Large-scale image 2000 ×
2000 nm2, (b) small-scale image, 700 × 700 nm2 of nanoparticles of about 100 nm on HOPG surface, and (c) corresponding cross-section of
fullerenol nanoparticles. Maximal peak of the particle was 5.0 nm; smaller particle peak was 4.7 nm, respectively. (d) 3D image.

A possible reaction mechanism for the formation of the
fullerenol with a high number of hydroxyl groups is that
the basic hydroxide ion –OH induces hydroperoxide ion
–OOH formation as a result of the slightly higher acidity
of H
2
O
2
than that of H

2
O (Figure 6) [15, 18]. The formed

–OOH attacks C
60

to give fullerene epoxide C
60
O, followed

by the attack of –OH and protonation.The obtained fullerene
epoxide was susceptible to subsequent nucleophilic attacks of
–OH and –OOH because of the higher strain.

3.8. Synthesis of Fullerenol Prepared by the Direct Oxidation
Route. Semenov et al. [19] started their synthesis of fullerenol

by using fullerenol (fullerenol-d, i.e., fullerene-direct) synthe-
sized by the method reported by Li et al. [8]. Briefly, a near-
saturated solution ofb

60
in benzene was prepared andNaOH

solution and solution of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
were added. Benzene was distilled and the resulting mixture
was stirred for 12–15 h, during which time the resulting
fullerenol-d was extracted to the aqueous phase. Adding
methanol to the resulting solution caused the salting out
of fullerenol-d from the aqueous solution as a brown flaky
precipitate. The precipitate was separated from the liquid
phase and additionally washed repeatedly with methanol
until neutral pH 7 ± 1 was obtained, after which it was
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Figure 3: Structures of (a) the fullerenol molecule C
60
(OH)

24
and (b) the fullerenol polyanion nanoparticles C60(OH)24–𝑛O𝑛
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Figure 4: Presumed mechanisms of fullerenol formation in an
alkaline medium and by oxidation with molecular oxygen [16].

dried. The yield of red-brown crystals of fullerenol-d was
72%. FTIR spectra were 3420 cm−1, 1590 cm−1, 1450 cm−1,
and 1040 cm−1; HPLC analysis determined the following: a
broad peak maximum near 6.1min. This indicates that the
column that Semenov et al. employed did not allow the
separation of themain product, fullerenol-d, since fullerenol-
d is a mixture of polyalcohols b

60
(OH)n, oxypolyalcohols

C
60
(OH)n1On2, or their salts C60(OH)n1On2(ONa)n3. Qual-

itative mass spectra of fullerenol-d have distinctive peaks

30% H2O2

30% H2O2,
TBAH

Toluene, 60∘C
16h

H2O
H2SO4SO3

(OH)44 9H2O

(OH)36 8H2O

60∘C, 2–4 days

(OH)12

Figure 5: Synthesis of fullerenol C
60
(OH)

36
⋅8H
2
O and

C
60
(OH)

40
⋅9H
2
O [13].

corresponding to 𝑚/𝑧 ≈ 970–1317. The mean expectancies
formula for fullerenol𝑚/𝑧 ≈ 1094–1128 was b60(OH)22–24.

3.9. Synthesis and Separation of Fullerenol Based on Dialysis.
Fullerenol, prepared according to a two-phase reaction by
using NaOH, contains Na ions [16]. A dialysis-based method
was developed by Yao et al. to remove Na ions in fullerenol
b60(OH)14–26 preparation [20]. The used dialysis membrane
had a molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of 8–15 kDa. A
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Figure 6: A possible reaction mechanism for the formation of
fullerenol with a high number of hydroxyl groups with H

2
O
2
[18].

dialysis route for fullerenol prepared by the reaction of
fullerene with aqueous NaOH and tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide (TBAH) is shown in Figure 7.

FTIR spectrum for purified fullerenol resulted in
1080 cm−1, 1380 cm−1, 1600 cm−1, and 3400 cm−1; 1H NMR
spectrum 𝛿 = 4.8 ppm. More Na elements are eliminated by
the prolonged dialysis time.

3.10. Synthesis of Fullerenol as a Single Nanoparticle. Kokubo
et al. synthesized fullerenol C

60
(OH)
44

in a facile one-step
reaction from the toluene solution of C

60
by hydroxylation

with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of a phase-transfer
catalyst, tetra-n-butylammonium hydroxide (TBAH) [18].
The mixture was stirred under air at 60∘C until the purple
toluene layer turned into a colorless transparent solution.
An aqueous solution was separated and a mixed solvent of
2-propanol, diethyl ether, and hexane (7 : 5 : 5) was added
to yield a milky white precipitate. The residual solid was
washed with diethyl ether and dried. A pale yellow powder of
fullerenol was obtained. To remove residual TBAH, fullerenol
was dissolved in deionized water and the resulting yellow
solution was passed through an active magnesium silicate.
Addition of a mixed solvent afforded a brownish-yellow
precipitate. The solid was washed with diethyl ether. Drying
of the solid gave purified fullerenol 2 (67%) as a milky
white to yellow powder. The IR spectrum of fullerenol 2
was 3400, 1080, 1370, and 1620 cm−1. Weight losses for
fullerenol 2 were observed in three temperature ranges on the
TGA trace recorded: room temperature to 120∘C, 120–250∘C,
and >250∘C. The first weight loss can be assigned to sec-
ondary bound water; the second reduction can be attributed
to the dehydration of the introduced hydroxyl groups,
while the weight loss at the highest temperature (>250∘C)
can be attributed to the decomposition of the fullerene
nucleus. The average structure of fullerenol 2 was deduced
to be C

60
(OH)
44
⋅8H
2
O from elemental analysis. Fullerenol

2 exhibited high water solubility, up to 64.9mg/mL, under
neutral (pH = 7) conditions. The narrow distribution of
the particle sizes by number (1.46 ± 0.38 nm) indicates that
fullerenol 2 is highly dispersed at a molecular level and that
the usual aggregation of fullerenols is not prevalent. This
could be because fullerenol 2 is surrounded by solvent-water

molecules as a result of the strong hydrogen bonding with
the introduced hydroxyl groups.The particle size distribution
obtained from the induced grating method (IG method)
was consistent with the previously mentioned DLS results.
The average particle size was determined to be 0.806 nm
± 0.022 nm. To compare and verify the data obtained by
the DLS and IG methods, Kokubo et al. conducted the
particle size measurement again by means of scanning probe
microscopy (SPM). The average particle size of fullerenol 2
was determined to be 1.03 nm ± 0.28 nm. The results of the
particle sizemeasurement by three differentmethods confirm
that the highly hydroxylated fullerenol nanoparticles have a
highly dispersed nature in water. The surface nanostructure
of fullerenol 2 in powder form was also observed by SPM.
It revealed nanoscale spherical structures of about 30–50 nm
in diameter which combine with a second particle to form
a larger third particle on a microscale. The solid state of
fullerenol therefore exists in an aggregated form but disperses
at amolecular level once it is dissolved in water. Table 1 shows
the methods of synthesis of hydroxylated derivatives of C

60
,

fullerenols.

4. Antioxidative and Prooxidative
Potential of Fullerenols

4.1. Scavenging Potential of Various Free Radical Types
of Polyhydroxylated Derivatives of Fullerene. Many of the
water-soluble fullerene derivatives have been recognized for
their antioxidant properties: amphiphilic monoadducts of
fullerene C

60
[58], C3 and D3—trismalonyl C

60
derivative

[59], endohedral fullerenol Gd@C
82
(OH)
22
, and fullerenol

C
60
(OH)
22
[60–62]. Several mechanisms for the antioxidant

activity of fullerenol nanoparticles (FNP) have been pro-
posed. In aqueous solution, nanomolecules of fullerenol form
hydrogen bonds with H

2
O and other molecules of fullerenol,

creating stable negatively charged nanoparticles. Electron
spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy revealed that fullerenol
has the ability of the dose-dependent inhibition of the
ESR signal intensity ofDPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl)
radical. The possible mechanism of the antioxidative activity
of fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24

is the radical-addition reaction of
2𝑛 OH∙ radicals to the remaining olefinic double bonds of
the fullerenol core to yield C

60
(OH)
24
+ 2𝑛 OH∙ (𝑛 = 1–12),

in a dose-dependentmanner.The other proposedmechanism
is the possibility of a hydroxyl radical to abstract a hydrogen
from fullerenol, including the formation of a relatively stable
fullerenol radical C60(OH)23O

∙ [63]. In addition, a hydroxyl
radical may abstract one electron from fullerenol yielding the
radical cation C60(OH)24

+. One more proposed mechanism
is that the polyanion nanoparticles have numerous free
electron pairs from oxygen, distributed around the FNP,
and have a great capacity to form coordinative bonds with
prooxidant metal ions [17]. In a liposome model system of
cell membranes, Mirkov et al. showed that FNP prevents
the process of lipid peroxidation. Treatment of liposomes
with FeSO

4
and ascorbic acid led to the oxidation of polyun-

saturated fatty acid in liposomes and formation of TBARS.
The results showed that fullerenol-induced dose-dependent
inhibition of FeSO

4
/ascorbic acid-stimulated formation of
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Figure 7: A dialysis route for fullerenol preparation [20].

Table 1: Methods of synthesis of hydroxylated derivatives of C60, fullerenols.

Fullerenol Methods Characteristics Ref.

C60(OH)
24–26

Aqueous NaOH, TBAH, and O2,
23∘C 3430, 1400, 1070, and 1600 cm−1; 𝛿 = 3.35 ppm, 𝛿 = 140 ppm [8]

C60(OH)𝑛O𝑚
C60/C70 mix, H2SO4-SO3, KNO3,
5∘C, pH ≥ 9, MeOH

3424, 1595, 1392, 1084, and 593 cm−1; 𝛿 = 170.3, 140.3, 100.0, and
79.0 ppm, solid-state 𝛿 = 175.0, 141.1, 103.1, and 78.3 ppm

[9]

C60(OH)𝑛X BH3-THF, H2O2, and NaOH 3430, 1631, 1385, 1090, and 450–550 cm−1; 𝛿 = 5.88, 6.08, and
6.03 ppm

[10]

C60(OH)24 Br2/FeBr3, NaOH, and EtOH, 23∘C
3426, 1596, 1359, and 1062 cm−1, 𝛿 = 4.2 ppm; 𝛿 = 107.0,
158.8 ppm, 𝑡 = 4.49min, 211 nm, 252∘C and 455∘C, 10–50 nm,
−49.8mV

[11]

C60(OH)𝑛 Aqueous NaOH, PEG 400 3432, 1063, and 1600 cm−1, 𝛿 = 3.35 ppm [12]
C60(OH)36⋅8H2O
C60(OH)40⋅9H2O

H2O2, 60
∘C, mix 2-propanol,

diethyl ether, and hexane 3400, 1080, 1370, and 1620 cm−1, 130–350∘C, 50–100 nm [13]

C60(OH)44⋅8H2O
H2O2, mix 2-propanol, and diethyl
ether

3400, 1080, 1370, and 1620 cm−1, 23–120∘C, 120–250∘C, >250∘C,
1.46 ± 0.38 nm

[18]

C60(OH)𝑛1O𝑛2(ONa)𝑛3
b60(OH)

22–24
Benzene, aqueous NaOH 3420, 1590, 1450, and 1040 cm−1, 6.1min,𝑚/𝑧 1094–1128 [19]

C60(OH)
14–26

Aqueous NaOH, TBAH, and
MWCO of 8–15 kDa 1080, 1380, 1600, and 3400 cm−1, 𝛿 = 4.8 ppm [20]

TBARS. In parallel, the authors examined the effect of
butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) on lipid peroxidation and
the obtained results demonstrated that fullerenol possesses
similar efficiency in the prevention of lipid peroxidation
as BHT. For the determination of the superoxide radical
scavenging activity of FNP, the authors applied fullerenol
into the xanthine/xanthine oxidase system which caused a
decrease in the reduction rate of cytochrome c compared to
the control. The obtained result demonstrated that fullerenol
in the range of nanomolar and micromolar concentrations
decreased the reduction of cytochrome c between 5 and
20%, while concentration of 1mM decreased reduction of
cytochrome c for 40% [11]. The hypothetical mechanism
of action of the polyanion fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24

with the
superoxide anion radical is presented in Figure 8 [52].

The antioxidant ability of the water-soluble derivative
of fullerene C

60
(OH)
32
⋅8H
2
O was assessed by DMPO-spin

trap/ESR method. This C
60

derivative had an ability to

diminish the ESR spectrum attributed to hydroxyl radi-
cals. Meanwhile, a singlet radical-signal different from OH-
attributed signals increased in a manner dependent on the
concentrations of C

60
(OH)
32
⋅8H
2
O. These results suggest

that C
60
(OH)
32
⋅8H
2
O scavenges OH∙ owing to the dehydro-

genation of C
60
(OH)
32
⋅8H
2
O and is simultaneously oxidized

to a stable fullerenol radical [64]. The antioxidant ability
of C
60
(OH)
32
⋅8H
2
O was also confirmed in beta-carotene

bleaching assay [65].
The first proof of the nitric oxide scavenging activity

of FNP in different model systems was in the solution of
SNP which is a spontaneous liberator of NO in the presence
of light irradiation. The obtained results showed that the
presence of fullerenol in a SNP solution decreased the levels
of nitrite, in comparison to the nitrite levels obtained when
SNP was dissolved alone. To test the possible in vivo NO-
scavenging activity of FNP, the antioxidant defense in adult
rat testis was used as a model system. The effects of the
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Figure 8: The hypothetical mechanism of action of the polyanion
fullerenol C

60
(OH)

24
with superoxide anion radical [52].

NO-scavenging activity of FNP on the activities of testicular
antioxidant enzymes were investigated after intratesticular
(i.t.) injection of SNP and fullerenol into each testis. Pre-
treatment of the rats with an i.t. injection of fullerenol
completely prevented an SNP-induced reduction in the activ-
ities of catalase, glutathione S-transferase, and glutathione
peroxidase. FNP, applied alone, did not induce any changes
in the activity of the studied antioxidant enzymes, with the
exception of decreased glutathione transferase activity.These
results suggest that FNP possess NO-scavenging activity in
vivo [11]. The scavenger activity of fullerenol with a smaller
or moderate number of hydroxyl groups with OH radicals
can be explained by addition to sp2 carbon atoms [63, 66].
Table 2 presents the results of fullerenol scavenger activities
in different biological systems.

4.2. Phototoxic Properties of Water-Soluble Fullerene Deriva-
tives. The unique electronic 𝜋-system of fullerenes and its
derivatives makes them potential photosensitizers upon the
absorption of UV or visible light. Fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24

produces a mixture of reactive oxygen species (ROS) under
both visible and ultraviolet irradiation through two types
of photochemical mechanisms [67], with the greatest rates
of oxygen consumption at acidic pH (pH = 5) (see the
following).

Potential reaction mechanisms of ROS generation via photo-
sensitization of fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24
[67] are as follows:

C60(OH)24 → C60(OH)24
∙

C60(OH)24
∙
+O
2
→ C60(OH)24 +

1O
2

C60(OH)24 + e
−
(aq) → C60(OH)24

−∙

C60(OH)24
−∙
+O
2
→ C60(OH)24 +O2

−∙

(2)

Evidence of both singlet oxygen (1O
2
) and superoxide

production (O
2

−∙) was obtained andwhen compared to other
known sensitizers of reactive oxygen, fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24

produced more ROS at a rate at least two times that of other
sensitizers. Because of all these features, fullerenol and other
water-soluble derivatives could exhibit high toxicity toward
epithelial cells and promote photocatalytic degradation of
environmental hazards.

The formation of superoxide anion radical was observed
when a solution of fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24

was irradiated
(>400 nm). Comparing phototoxicity toward HaCaT of (𝛾-
CyD)
2
/C
60

(c-cyclodextrin bicapped C
60
) and fullerenol,

Zhao et al. concluded that fullerenol was less phototoxic [68].
The aggregation of fullerenol in aqueous solution results in
a loss of its intrinsic photochemical reactivity with respect to
the production of superoxide and singlet oxygen [69, 70].The
free radical (type I)mechanisms are considered to be involved
in fullerenol phototoxicity.

4.3. Structures and Stabilities of Fullerenols. Antioxidative
characteristics of the polyhydroxylated fullerene derivatives
depend both on the number of hydroxyl groups and their
arrangement on the C

60
sphere [55, 67, 71]. Semiempiri-

cal calculations suggest that, in terms of thermodynamics,
fullerenols are the most stable with 6 and 12 hydroxyl groups
which are symmetrically arranged on the sphere of the C

60

and with the smallest number of double bonds, 5, 6 [14,
72, 73]. Another method, such as density functional theory,
suggests that the structures with 7 hydroxyl groups arranged
on the one side of the C

60
sphere are the most stable. The

next stable structure is the one with 14 hydroxyl groups
symmetrically arranged on both sides of the C

60
[74, 75].

Theoretically speaking, the fullerenol forms with 24 hydroxyl
groups which are arranged on the equator of the C

60
sphere

are the most stable [76]. Fullerenols with more than 24
hydroxyl groups have a tendency to open and destabilize
cages. Characteristic functional groups that may appear in
an open cage include hydroxyls, epoxies, carbonyls, and
hemiacetals [75]. Pitek et al. used theoretical models to show
that a small cluster of fullerenol C

60
(OH)
24
with 7 molecules

is the most stable [56]. Fullerenols with about 20 hydroxyl
groups form negatively charged nanoagglomerates in a wide
pH range in water media and in the presence of cosolvents
such as DMSO [7, 51].

4.4. Patents Related to the Antioxidant Properties of Fullerenol.
The patents related to the antioxidant properties of fullerenol
are listed in Table 3.

5. Conclusion

The paper presents the syntheses, stability, and main antioxi-
dant characteristics of the fullerenol molecule on biological
models. The largest number of fullerenol synthesis proce-
dures was performed in acidic and alkaline conditions. The
process of synthesis over a polybrominated precursor results
in a reaction product with 24 hydroxyl groups on C

60
.

With an increase in the number of hydroxyl groups, the
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Table 2: Fullerenol scavenger activities in different biological systems.

Fullerenol Cells/animals Main biological effects Ref.

Fullerenol-1 Rat pheochromocytoma
cell (PC12) lines Neuroprotective antioxidant, inhibiting neuronal apoptosis [21]

C
60
(OH)

22–26 Human lens epithelial cells Human lens epithelial cells, increasing ROS, apoptosis (phototoxicity) [22]

C
60
(OH)

𝑛

L929 fibrosarcoma, C6
glioma, and U251 glioma ROS-independent apoptosis [23]

C
60
(OH)

15
(ONa)9

Porcine renal proximal
tubule cells Mitochondrial dysfunction, cytoskeleton disruption, ↓ ATP, and autophagy [24]

C60(OH)24
Human umbilical vein

endothelial cells Autophagy, ↓ cell growth [25]

C60(OH)24
Human umbilical vein

endothelial cells G1 cell cycle block, ↑ Ca2+, ↑ ICAM-1, tissue factor, and PS [26]

C60(OH)24
Human HaCaT
keratinocytes Increasing O

2

−∙, ↓mitochondrial activity [27]

C60(OH)24 RAW 264.7 macrophages Foam cell-like formation, ↑ LDL receptor expression, and ↑MMP-9
secretion

[28]

C60(OH)18 Liver microsomes UV significant lipids and proteins oxidative damage, generating ROS on
photoexcitation

[29]

C60(OH)32
Human epidermal
keratinocytes Cell death, ↑ IL-8 [30]

C60(OH)
22–26 Human lens epithelial Sunlight to early cataractogenesis [22]

C60(OH)
22–26

Human retinal pigment
epithelial cells Light-produced superoxide, retinal phototoxic damage [31]

C60(OH)24
Chinese hamster ovary cells

(CHO-K1) Strong antioxidant, influencing the cellular redox state [32]

C60(OH)24
Human lung carcinoma

A549 cells
Nrf2 upregulated expression of phase II antioxidant enzymes, p38 MAPK
in Nrf2/HO-1 activation, attenuating oxidative stress-induced apoptosis

[33]

C60(OH)20
Breast cancer –metastasis

(EMT-6)
Antitumor and antimetastatic activities, modulation of oxidative stress in
tumor tissues

[34]

C60(OH)24
Human leukemic cells

(K562)
Overexpression Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL, GSTA4, MnSOD, NOS, CAT, and HO-1
genes

[35]

C60(OH)
6–12,

C
60
(OH)

32–34⋅7H2O,
C60(OH)44⋅8H2O

Human skin keratinocytes
HaCaT

Radical-scavenging effects and cytoprotective effects, hydroxyl-radical
scavenging activities, UVA or UVB irradiation-induced injuries, and
intracellular reactive oxygen species-scavenging

[36]

C60(OH)24
Human neuroblastoma

cells

Protecting cells fromMPP+ induced decreases, expression of nuclear
factor-E2-related factor 2, expression and activity of 𝛾-glutamyl cysteine
ligase, level of glutathione, and mitochondrial protective antioxidant

[37]

C
60
(OH)

𝑛>36

Nematodes, Caenorhabditis
elegans

Antioxidative stress, upregulating of several antistress genes, DAF-16, and
aakg-4

[38]

C
60
(OH)

18–22(OK4) Brain zebrafish, Danio rerio ↑ AChE expression, antioxidant behavior, and GCLC and GCLR expression [39]

C60(OH)24
Fathead minnow

(Pimephales promelas)
Suppressed neutrophil function, inhibitors of cytochrome P450-dependent
monooxygenases

[40]

C60(OH)
22–24

Intratracheal instillation
(rat)

Bronchitis/alveolitis, ↑ neutrophil counts, and cellular damage markers in
the BAL fluid

[41]

C60(OH)
20±2

Intratracheal instillation
(mouse) Neutrophil inflammatory response, ↑MCP-1 in the BAL fluid at 10mg/kg [42]

C
60
O5(OH)18

Intraperitoneal injection
(mouse)

LD
50
= 1200mg/kg, weight loss, and ↓ cytochrome P-450-dependent

monooxygenase activity in the liver
[43]

Fullerenol-1 Rat adrenal gland,
pheochromocytoma Neuroprotective antioxidant, inhibiting neuronal apoptosis [21]

C60(OH)𝑥, 𝑥 = 22, 24 Sprague-Dawley rats Hepatotoxicity and nephrotoxicity, antioxidant ability [44]

C60(OH)24 Sprague-Dawley rats, liver Antioxidant protecting hepatocytes against doxorubicin toxicity and
irritability of the peritoneum and abdominal tissue

[45]
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Table 2: Continued.

Fullerenol Cells/animals Main biological effects Ref.

C60(OH)24
Sprague-Dawley outbred

rats Doxorubicin inhibition of lung oxidative stress [46]

C60(OH)24
Sprague-Dawley outbred

rats
Preventing oxidative stress, lipid peroxidation, and the disbalance of
GSH/GSSG, potential nephroprotector [47]

C60(OH)24
Wistar male rat with
colorectal cancer

Antioxidant protecting against doxorubicin-induced chronic cardio- and
hepatotoxicity [48]

C60(OH)24 Wistar rats Antioxidant protecting doxorubicin-induced oxidative stress in the
hemoglobin and the erythrocytes [49]

C60(OH)2 Male Wistar rats Antioxidant protecting doxorubicin-induced nephro-, testicular, and
pulmonary toxicity [50]

C60(OH)24
Wistar rat uteri (virgo

intacta)

Reducing the level of GR increased in the presence of DMSO and
modulates the activity of GR; cryopreservation to maintain the GSH level
in medium

[51]

C60(OH)24 Wistar rats, testis Direct scavenging activity of nitric oxide radical (NO), superoxide anion
(O
2

−∙) [11]

Table 3: List of patents related to the antioxidant properties of fullerenol.

Authors and name of patent Patent number
Li Hui; Chen Shou; Wang Chunru; and Ju Xuecheng: Chitosan-Fullerol Compound, Preparation Method
Thereof Compound and Moisture-Preserving Antioxidant

CN103156784 (A)
2013-06-19

Li Hui, Chen Shou; and Wang Chunru: Equipment for Producing Fullerol CN103086344 (A)
Jiang Lung-Yung, Liu Feng-Jou, Li Yuan-De, Lai Yi-Lung, Tsai Ming-Jeng: Water-Soluble Fullerenol
Pharmaceutical Composition

TW516958 (B)
2003-01-11

Yujie Xu, Min Liu, Baixia Yang, Junjie Sun Xu Yujie, Liu, Min, Yang Baixia, and Sun Junjie: Fullerenol Solid
Lipid Nano-Particles, Preparation MethodThereof, and ApplicationThereof CN102488657 (A)

Zhao Yuliang Chen and Yuliang Chen Zhao: Application of Metal Fullerol in Inhibiting Tumor Growth CN1739562 (A)
Zhang Yazhou Tang and Yazhou Tang Zhang: Method for Synthesizing GadoliniumMetal Fullerol Using
Ultrasonic Wave CN1743264 (A)

Zhao Yuliang Chen [Cn], Yuliang Chen Zhao, Xing, Gengmei, Chen Chunying, and Zhao Yuliang: Metal
Fullerol and Its Pharmaceutical Use for Inhibiting Tumor Growth CN1935812 (A)

Ruili Liu, Xiaoqing CaI, Wenxin Li, Liu Ruili, Cai Xiaoqing, and Li Wenxin: Application of Fullerol in
Beauty Treatment Skin Care Products CN101239026 (A)

K. E. Geckeler and Yulan Wang: Preparation of Fullerenol Having Nanolayer or Nanowire Structures US2005/0098776 A1, 12.5.
Krushna Vijay, Moungil Brij, and Koopman Ben: Systems and Methods Based on Radiation Induced
Heating or Ignition of Functionalized Fullerenes WO 2008/140576 A2

Kozeev Evgenij Aleksandrovich: Method of Producing Fullerenol C84 from Carbon Nanocluster
Sulpho-Adduct Production Wastes RU2496773 (C1)

Chunru Wang, Qu Chen, Li Jiang, Wang Chunru, Chen Qu, and Jiang Li: Method for Preparing High
Water Solubility Fullerol CN102583303 (A)

Long Y. Chinag: Fullerene Derivatives as Free Radical Scavengers US 5648523

water solubility of fullerenols increases as well. Fullerenols
with a larger number of hydroxyl groups were derived by
alkaline procedure synthesis. With the increasing number
of hydroxyl groups per C

60
sphere, the number of other

potential functional groups, such as carbonyls and epoxies,
increases likewise. Defining the fullerenol structure in such
cases is more complex. Thermodynamically, the most stable
fullerenol structure is the onewith 24 hydroxyl groups, which
is theoretically described with the OH groups arranged on
the C

60
sphere. The experimentally proven structure with

24 hydroxyl groups is characterized by the symmetrically

arranged distribution of the OH groups on the C
60

cage.
Fullerenols with up to 26 hydroxyl groups tend to form
agglomerates of nanometric sizes in aqueous solutions.
Fullerenols have shown excellent antioxidant characteristics
in many biological models. In certain photoinduction cases
fullerenols show prooxidative characteristics.The scavenging
activity of the polyanion fullerenols with 24 hydroxyl groups
with O

2
is explained through the formation of the peroxyrad-

icals on fullerenol. The greatest number of biological stud-
ies has been conducted with fullerenols C60(OH)20–26. The
characteristic of these fullerenols (with the mean number of
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hydroxyl groups) to form stable polyanion nanoagglomerates
both in water and other biological media indicates a possible
basic path of antioxidative characteristics in biological mod-
els.
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